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After a blistering strong wind over the weekend many of us are busy cleaning off dust, retrieving
lawn furniture and in some cases replacing or re-nailing tin on our car ports or barns. Sunday was
the day with the strongest winds but just as quickly as the winds came they were gone by late Sunday
evening, making for a cool but clear and calm evening. Greetings to all of you and thank you so
much for reading this week.

Status of Fever Ticks in Cattle
I am sure most of you may know about the cattle fever tick but never really think about it because
it is usually confined to the Permanent Quarantine Zone (PQZ) along the Rio Grande River from Del
Rio to Brownsville with occasional movements outside caused by deer or other cervids or antelope
(Nilgai in Cameron, Willacy and Kenedy/Kleberg counties). The four counties listed have portions
that are now Controlled Purpose Quarantine Areas (CPQA). Regardless of what the situation is we
have to remind ourselves that we are an adjacent county to a PQZ found in neighboring Maverick
county and the frequent movement of cattle in our area poses an exposure risk one way or another.
  

We have a lot of different ticks in South Texas so just because you see a tick, don’t assume that it
is or is not a fever tick. Collect them (live if possible) and send them to the TAHC. The best way to
control ticks on cattle are tick tags and the best way to control ticks in your pasture is through good
grazing and brush management. Sometimes in really bad infestations, a slow hot fire is successful.
Ranchers with good herd health management programs usually have fewer problems with any ticks.

Fever ticks once ranged as far north as Virginia and in 1906 the forerunner of the USDA, the Bureau
of Animal Industry, began an national campaign to eradicate the tick from the US. By the 1940s, the
tick had been eradicated to the southwestern boundary of Texas running from Del Rio to
Brownsville, this was designated as the PQZ. Livestock in the PQZ have to be dipped or sprayed
with Coumaphos (Corral) before they can be moved. At one time it was thought that the tick only
fed on cattle, it is now known that it will feed on deer (and other cervids) and antelope (like Nilgai)
and can be carried far from the PQZ. The ticks (both species) are one host, the female engorges
blood along the brisket, elbow, flank and perianal regions where the hide is thinnest. Males can be
found crawling anywhere on the hide.

A number of factors (long term) have contributed to an increase in the outbreaks including reduction
in grasslands (which ticks dislike) and increase in brush (which ticks love) for hunting, hunting
(hunters don’t worry about ticks on deer and deer managers may not know about them), increase in
wildlife populations (no screwworms, better habitat management, warmer weather), absentee
landownership, and of course cattle producers who for lack of knowledge or management don’t
know about ticks. 

The fever tick (there are actually two species) is not the cause of the tick fever, it is merely the host



to a protozoa called Babesia which causes the disease which destroys red blood cells. About 90%
of the cattle that contract Babesiosis get sick and have a high mortality. We try to control the ticks
so they can’t carry the fever. Mexico has both the fever ticks as well as Babesiosis according to
USDA and TAHC. If Texas cannot control this outbreak, there could be a quarantine or restriction
of livestock movement out of the state by USDA which would have a hundred million dollar impact
so this is really a serious situation.

I would suggest you read up on the fever tick at the Texas Animal Health Commission website by
going to http://www.tahc.texas.gov/news/brochures/TAHCBrochure_FeverTickFAQ.pdf and
get updates and information about fever ticks in Texas. There is no easy fix so awareness and
prevention are important. 

Zavala County 4-H Shooting Sports Meeting Set
A parents meeting for all families interested in participating in the 4-H Shooting sports  program are
encouraged to attend a meeting to be held in La Pryor on Tuesday January 31, 2017 at 6:30 p.m. at
the School Cafeteria. Shooting Sports is one of the fastest growing 4-H projects across the state. The
Smallbore Rifle Match is an annual competitive event with smallbore marksmen testing their skills
against other 4-H members across the county and advancing to the district competition. Youth
compete in three different age groups using smallbore (.22 cal) rifles as part of a 4-person team. The
Archery Match has been added to the spectrum of disciplines in recent years. Youth compete in a
modified field archery event and a 3-D event. There are also shotgun match opportunities. Youth
participate in Trap, Skeet, and the TPWD WhizBang shotgun events. In addition, the Postal League
is an opportunity for 4-H members and families to engage in additional opportunities with smallbore
rifle, archery, and shotgun. Information on these events will be available at this meeting. 

Tip of the Week: Time is Running Out For Planting Trees and Shrubs
Even though some of the temperatures we have had lately do not feel like it but we are in the dead
of winter and only a few weeks left if you are contemplating in plating fruit or shade trees and shrubs
in Zavala County. Extension agents like may self and Extension Specialist have different opinions
as to when is the best time to plant trees and shrubs in Texas. I have discussed this issue with Dr.
Douglas Welsh, Texas Agrilife Extension Service  Landscape Horticulturist who prefers the fall  and
myself and Dr. Larry Stein, Texas Agrilife Extension Service Horticulturist and associate department
head who prefer winter for this type of planting. 

Myself and Dr. Stein consider January and February as our favorite time to plant trees and shrubs.
Bare-root trees, those whose roots are usually wrapped with little or no soil, are more likely to be
available. They are also cheaper at this time of year and you can see whether the roots are healthy.
Often they are found at feed or farm supply stores, nurseries or your favorite grocery or garden
center. Also Container-grown trees are more readily available and will do well if planted carefully.
Ideally, fruit trees should be 3 to 4 feet tall. If they are taller, it’s best to trim the central trunk at the
top. Side limbs should also be pruned. Peaches, pears, plums and other fruits do well in Texas.
Apples can grow but are subject to cotton root rot, especially in the Zavala County area. 

Plant properly for success. Here are a few guidelines on getting the job done right:
1. Dig a hole large enough in diameter so that the root system has at least six inches of clearance on

http://www.tahc.texas.gov/ne
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all sides. The root ball should rest on a solid soil foundation, so don't dig the hole much deeper than
the ball.

2.   Plant the tree or shrub slightly above the level of the surrounding soil, to allow for settling and
increased soil drainage.

3. Carefully place the tree or shrub in the hole. Handle the plant by the root ball, not by the trunk.
A broken ball of earth can mean a dead plant. Always remove any container before you plant.

4. Backfill the hole, using only the native soil removed from the hole; do not use soil amendments
when planting large shrubs and trees. Fill the hole, and firm the soil around the plant. Water
thoroughly to settle the soil around the roots and to eliminate any air pockets.

5. Do not fertilize your tree or shrub after planting. Wait until early in the spring to do this(first of
March in our area), and even then, go lightly. Heavy applications of fertilizer may burn and injure
the root system, and could possibly kill the plant.

6. Watering has been and remains paramount in transplanting. At the time of transplanting, soak the
root ball and surrounding soil. A thorough watering every 7 to 10 days dramatically increases the
success ratio. More frequent watering may encourage root rot. Remember more trees and shrubs fail
from over watering then from under watering.

7. Should you tie or stake the new planted tree. This practice is not recommended but if you have
to only stake trees with large crowns or those situated on windy sites or where they can be easily
knocked over. If your tree must be staked, only stake for a maximum of one year and allow for a
slight amount of flex. Be careful and in protecting the root system from damage when driving stakes
around the newly planted tree. If at all possible avoid this practice.

And finally before calling it a day, add 4 to 6 inches of mulch around the base of newly planted trees
and shrubs. This helps to keep down weeds and conserve soil moisture. Use pine bark, compost,
grass clippings, or leaves. Remember to survey your landscape where you plan on planting your tree
or shrub. Many times people make the mistake of not estimating the size of the tree that is being
planted and then realize a few years later that it is in the way and may need to be removed. Once in
the ground and 4 to 7 times the size of the tree you started with makes transplanting your masterpiece
harder to do.  Have a great week planning and planting your trees. M.V. 
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